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ABSTRACT
We have identified a star in the WASP archive photometry with an unusual lightcurve
due to the total eclipse of a small, hot star by an apparently normal A-type star
and with an orbital period of only 0.668d. From an analysis of the WASP lightcurve
together with V-band and IC-band photometry of the eclipse and a spectroscopic orbit
for the A-type star we estimate that the companion star has a mass of 0.23± 0.03M⊙
and a radius of 0.33± 0.01R⊙, assuming that the A-type star is a main-sequence star
with the metalicity appropriate for a thick-disk star. The effective temperature of the
companion is 13 400± 1 200K from which we infer a luminosity of 3 ± 1L⊙. From a
comparison of these parameters to various models we conclude that the companion
is most likely to be the remnant of a red giant star that has been very recently
stripped of its outer layers by mass transfer onto the A-type star. In this scenario, the
companion is currently in a shell hydrogen-burning phase of its evolution, evolving at
nearly constant luminosity to hotter effective temperatures prior to ceasing hydrogen
burning and fading to become a low-mass white dwarf composed of helium (He-WD).
The system will then resemble the pre-He-WD/He-WD companions to A-type and B-
type stars recently identified from their Kepler satellite lightcurves (KOI-74, KOI-81
and KIC 10657664). This newly discovered binary offers the opportunity to study the
evolution of a stripped red giant star through the pre-He-WD stage in great detail.
Key words: binaries: spectroscopic – binaries: eclipsing – stars: peculiar –
binaries: close – stars: individual: KOI-74 – stars: individual: KOI-81 – stars:
individual: V209 ω Cen, PC1-V36, HD 188112, KIC 10657664, NGC 6121-V46,
1SWASP J024743.37−251549.2
1 INTRODUCTION
Wide-area surveys for transiting extra-solar planets such
as WASP (Wide Angle Search for Planets, Pollacco et al.
2006), HATnet (Bakos et al. 2004), XO (McCullough et al.
⋆ Based on observations made with ESO Telescopes at the La
Silla Observatory under programme ID 084.D-0348(A).
† E-mail: pflm@astro.keele.ac.uk
2005) and TrES (O’Donovan et al. 2006) provide high ca-
dence photometry for millions of bright stars across a
large fraction of the sky. This provides the opportunity to
find and study many new examples of known classes of
variable star, e.g., eclipsing brown dwarf binary systems
(Anderson et al. 2011), double-mode RR Lyr stars (Wils
2010), W UMa stars (Norton et al. 2011), young solar-type
stars (Messina et al. 2011) and cataclysmic variable stars
(Wils 2011). New discoveries will certainly be made now
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that much of the data from these surveys is becoming
widely available (Butters et al. 2010). The photometric pre-
cision achieved by these surveys with modest equipment
(. 0.01magnitudes at V≈12) is impressive, but cannot com-
pete with the micro-magnitude photometry acheived from
space by surveys such as CoRoT (Baglin et al. 2006) and
Kepler (Borucki et al. 2009). Photometry with this precision
has made it possible to identify new types of variable star
that are difficult or impossible to study from the ground,
e.g., triply eclipsing binary stars (Carter et al. 2011), stars
with tidally excited pulsations (Welsh et al. 2011), subd-
warfs with white dwarf companions (Bloemen et al. 2011),
and white dwarf companions to early-type main sequence
stars (Rowe et al. 2010; van Kerkwijk et al. 2010).
One advantage that ground-based surveys currently
have over space-based surveys is that they cover a much
larger fraction of the sky. This makes is possible in some
cases to discover rare or extreme examples of these new
classes of variable star. In the case of the white-dwarf
companions to early-type stars KOI-74 and KOI-81, these
were identified from the eclipses and transits in the Kepler
lightcurves, even though these features are much less than
1% deep (Rowe et al. 2010; van Kerkwijk et al. 2010). These
low-mass white dwarfs have an unsual evolutionary history,
but it is difficult to study them in detail because they are
very much fainter than their companions. Ground-based sur-
veys offer the opportunity to discover similar eclipsing bi-
nary systems that are more favourable for detailed follow-up
observations.
Low mass white dwarf stars (M < 0.4M⊙) are the prod-
uct of binary star evolution (Iben & Livio 1993; Marsh et al.
1995). They are the result of mass transfer from a red gi-
ant onto a companion star when the giant has a small de-
generate helium core. There are several possible outcomes
from this mass transfer depending on the mass ratio of
the binary and the type of companion star. If the com-
panion is a neutron star then the mass transfer is likely
to stable so the binary can go on to become a low mass
X-ray binary (LMXB) containing a millisecond pulsar. Sev-
eral millisecond radio pulsars are observed to have low
mass white dwarf (LMWD) companions (Lorimer 2008).
Many new LMWDs have recently been identified in the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Kilic et al. 2007) and from proper
motion surveys (Kawka & Vennes 2009). Searches for ra-
dio pulsar companions to these LMWDs have so far found
nothing, suggesting that the majority of these LMWDs
have white dwarf companions (Agu¨eros et al. 2009). LMWD
can also be produced by mass transfer from a red gi-
ant onto a main sequence star, either rapidly through un-
stable common-envelope envolution or after a longer-lived
“Algol” phase of stable mass transfer (Refsdal & Weigert
1969; Giannone & Giannuzzi 1970; Willems & Kolb 2004;
Iben & Livio 1993; Chen & Han 2003; Nelson & Eggleton
2001).
The evolution of LMWDs is expected to be very dif-
ferent from more massive white dwarfs. It is expected that
once mass transfer stops the LMWD will have a thick layer
of hydrogen surrounding the degenerate helium core which
leads to steady hydrogen shell burning via the p-p chain and
can lead to unstable phases of CNO burning for LMWD in
the mass range 0.2 – 0.3M⊙ (Driebe et al. 1999). These hy-
drogen shell flashes lead to mixing between the inner and
Table 1. Catalogue photometry and astrometry of J0247−25.
The GALEX FUV and NUV fluxes are given as AB magnitudes
fAB and nAB, respectively. Sources are GALEX (Morrissey et al.
2007), NOMAD (Zacharias et al. 2004) PPMXL(Roeser et al.
2010), UCAC3 (Zacharias et al. 2010), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al.
2006).
Parameter Value Source
RA (J2000.0) 02 47 43.38 NOMAD
Dec (J2000.0) −25 15 49.3 NOMAD
µα 23.2± 2.5 mas/yr PPMXL
25.9± 1.2 mas/yr UCAC3
µδ −5.4± 1.2 mas/yr PPMXL
−5.3± 1.0 mas/yr UCAC3
fAB 16.03 ± 0.02 GALEX
nAB 14.46 ± 0.01 GALEX
B 12.13 NOMAD
V 12.44 NOMAD
J 11.85 2MASS
H 11.81 2MASS
Ks 11.79 2MASS
outer layers, producing a hydrogen deficient surface compo-
sition for the LMWD. Models that include hydrogen shell
burning provide a much better match between the “cooling
age” of the LMWD and the “spin-down age” of the mil-
lisecond pulsars in LMXBs. The number of hydrogen shell
flashes depends strongly on the mass of the hydrogen layer
that remains on the surface of the LMWD (Sarna et al.
2000), which in-turn depends strongly on the details of the
mass loss from the red giant (Podsiadlowski et al. 2002).
Details such as the treatment of diffusion can also lead to
large differences in the predictions between different models
(Althaus et al. 2001).
In this paper we present the discovery from WASP pho-
tometry of an eclipsing binary star that is related to KOI-74,
KOI-81 but that has much deeper eclipses, i.e. the compan-
ion to the early-type star is much brighter and larger than
the white-dwarf companions to these Kepler discoveries. We
present the data used to identify this new eclipsing binary
star and the follow-up photometry and spectroscopy we have
obtained; we analyse these data to determine the masses,
radii and luminosities of the stars; and we outline how our
discovery of this bright pre-white dwarf companion to an
early-type star makes it possible to study the formation of
an LMWD in detail.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1 WASP photometry
The star, 1SWASP J024743.37−251549.2 (J0247−25 here-
after) was observed by the WASP-South instrument as part
of the WASP survey. The WASP survey is described in
Pollacco et al. (2006) and Wilson et al. (2008). The data
from this survey are automatically processed and analysed in
order to identify stars with lightcurves that contain transit-
like features that may indicate the presence of a planetary
companion. The candidate selection methods can be found
in Collier Cameron et al. (2007), Pollacco et al. (2008), and
references therein. In practice, these automatic methods pro-
duce tens of thousands of candidates, so we use a database to
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Figure 1. Lightcurves of J0247−25 with lightcurve model fits
(solid lines). From bottom-to-top: WASP (small points); SAAO
1.0-m IC-band and V-band (filled circles); ASAS V-band (small
crosses).
Figure 2. Distribution of selected lightcurve parameters from the
bootstrap Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 3. Flux calibrated and normalized GMOS-S spectrum
of J0247−25 (lower spectrum) compared to the normalized, flux-
calibrated and smoothed spectrum of the A6Vp star HD148898
offset by +0.5 units (upper spectrum).
Figure 4. Radial velocity measurements of J0247−25B as a func-
tion of phase with a circular orbit fit (solid line). The spectrograph
used is indicated as follows: filled circles – EFOSC2; triangles –
ISIS; diamonds – GMOS.
store the results of the automatic analysis plus other infor-
mation available for the stars such as catalogue photometry
and astrometry. This makes it possible to efficiently reject
large numbers of candidates that are unlikely to host plan-
ets using a variety of criteria such as eclipse depth and the
noise level in the lightcurve. The number of candidates that
remain after sifting is small enough to make selection by
inspection of the available data by a small number of peo-
ple feasible. The same database can also be used to identify
eclipsing binary stars by modifying the sifting criteria.
J0247−25 was spotted by one of us (PM) while looking
at lightcurves of stars with deep eclipses and low reduced
proper motions, i.e., stars that may be eclipsing binary sub-
dwarfs. Catalogue photometry and astrometry of J0247−25
are summarized in Table 1. The automatic transit detection
algorithm correctly identified a period of 0.6678 d from 6633
observations of this star obtained with the WASP-South in-
strument. The observations were obtained with a single cam-
era through a broad-band filter (400 – 700 nm) between 2006
August 10 and 2007 December 31. The WASP photometry
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Table 2. Parameters for the lightcurve model fit by least-squares.
Parameter definitions are given in the text.
Parameter Value
T0 2455135.29504 ± 0.00004
P [d] 0.6678321 ± 0.0000002
SASAS 3.36± 0.16
SWASP 2.50± 0.14
SI 2.16± 0.12
SV 3.17± 0.15
b 0.163± 0.007
RA/a 0.4492 ± 0.0025
RB/a 0.0866 ± 0.0023
k 0.1929 ± 0.0043
q 0.121± 0.005
i [◦] 85.0± 0.2
is shown as a function of orbital phase in Fig. 1. The deeper
of the two eclipses in the lightcurve shows a flat section be-
tween a sharp ingress and egress. This type of lightcurve is
produced by the eclipse of one star by a larger but cooler
star. It is not possible to produce a lightcurve with these
properties if both the stars in the binary are on the main se-
quence. For this reason we organised follow-up observations
of this unusual object.
2.2 SAAO 1.0-m photometry
We observed the egress phases of two eclipses of J0247−25
using the UCT CCD photometer on the SAAO 1.0-m tele-
scope. The star approximately 2.5 magnitudes fainter lo-
cated 71 arcsec west of J0247−25 was used as a comparison
star. Images with an exposure time of 10 s through an IC-
band filter were obtained on the night 2009 October 30. Ex-
posures with an exposure time of 30 s through a V-band filter
were obtained on the night 2009 November 5. We used syn-
thetic aperture photometry to measure the apparent fluxes
of J0247−25 and the comparison star. The apparent flux of
J0247−25 relative to the comparison star normalized to the
flux out of eclipse is shown in Fig. 1.
2.3 Spectroscopy
We obtained 9 spectra of J0247−25 on four nights with the
GMOS spectrograph on the Gemini-South telescope using
the 600 line/mm grating and a 0.5 arcsec slit. We only used
the data from the CCD covering the wavelength range 3698 –
4619A˚ for this study. The resolution of these spectra esti-
mated from a Gaussian fit to an arc line is approximately
2.5A˚ and the dispersion is 0.9A˚ per pixel. We also obtained
6 spectra with the EFOSC2 spectrograph on the ESO NTT
telescope with grism #19. These spectra cover the wave-
length range 4434 – 5109A˚ at a dispersion of 0.67A˚ per pixel
and have a resolution of approximately 2.2A˚. Finally, we
obtained 2 consecutive spectra of J0247−25 with the ISIS
spectrograph on the 4.2-m WHT. These spectra cover the
wavelength range 3984 – 4776A˚ at a dispersion of 0.22A˚ per
pixel and have a resolution of 0.6A˚.
The flux-calibrated spectrum of J0247−25 is compared
to the spectrum of the A6Vp star HD148898 in Fig. 3.
Table 3. Heliocentric radial velocities for J0247−25 A.
HJD Vr Instrument
−2450000 [km s−1]
5137.5367 80.5± 3.0 ISIS
5137.5499 82.9± 3.0 ISIS
5144.6820 78.7± 8.4 EFOSC2
5144.7587 85.3± 8.4 EFOSC2
5145.6794 46.6± 8.4 EFOSC2
5145.7060 30.5± 8.4 EFOSC2
5146.7065 66.1± 8.4 EFOSC2
5147.6335 72.5± 8.4 EFOSC2
5128.6879 74± 13 GMOS-S
5129.8440 14± 13 GMOS-S
5129.8522 18± 13 GMOS-S
5130.7851 75± 13 GMOS-S
5130.7873 81± 13 GMOS-S
5141.6567 40± 13 GMOS-S
5141.6638 32± 13 GMOS-S
5141.6709 37± 13 GMOS-S
5141.6780 30± 13 GMOS-S
Table 4. Circular orbit fit for J0247−25A. The function fitted to
the radial velocities in Table 3 from γ+KA sin[2pi(HJD−T0)/P ]
Parameter Value
T0 2455135.295 (fixed)
P [d] 0.66783 (fixed)
γ [km s−1] 52.6 ±2.4
KA [km s
−1] 38.5 ±3.6
N 17
χ2 12.2
3 ANALYSIS
We refer to the larger, cooler component of J0247−25 as
J0247−25 A and its companion (the star eclipsed at phase
0) as J0247−25 B.
3.1 Lightcurve model
In addition to the 3 lightcurves we obtained, we also anal-
ysed the V-band photometry for J0247−25 provided by
the ASAS survey (Pojmanski 2002). We used only the 503
measurements graded “A” for our analysis. We used the
lightcurve model ebop (Etzel 1981; Popper & Etzel 1981) to
analyse all four lightcurves simultaneously and so derive the
following parameters: the radii of the stars relative to their
separation, RA/a and RB/a; the inclination, i; the ratio of
the surface brightnesses for the stars at each wavelength,
SWASP, SASAS, SV and SIC ; the linear limb-darkening co-
efficients in the V-band and IC-band , xV and xIC , respec-
tively; the time (HJD UTC) of mid-primary eclipse, T0; the
orbital period, P; and the normalization of the 4 lightcurves.
For the WASP data we use the average of xV and xIC as
the linear limb darkening parameter. We assigned the same
linear limb-darkening coefficient to both stars because the
limb darkening of J0247−25 B has a negligible effect on the
lightcurve. For numerical stability and to avoid non-physical
values for the various parameters, the free parameters we use
in the least-squares fit are: log(SWASP); log(SASAS); log(SV );
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log(SIC ); log(1/b − 1) (where b = a cos i/[RA + RB] is the
impact parameter); RA/a; k = RB/RA; (P − 0.66783173) ×
1000; T0−2455134.6272; log(1/xV −1); log(1/xIC−1); log(q)
(where q = MB/mA is the mass ratio). The optimum val-
ues of the parameters of interest derived by least-squares
are given in Table 2. The standard errors on the parameters
are derived used a bootstrap Monte Carlo method. The fits
to the lightcurves can be seen in Fig. 1. The joint distribu-
tions from the Monte Carlo simulation for selected pairs of
parameters are shown in Fig. 2. The linear limb-darkening
parameters xV and xIC are found to be indeterminate from
the lightcurve and the other parameters have only a weak
dependence on them.
3.2 Effective temperatures of J0247−25A and
J0247−25B
We used the observed V−K colour of J0247−25 combined
with the luminosity ratio and surface brightness ratio in
the V-band from the lightcurve solution to estimate the ef-
fective temperatures of J0247−25 A and J0247−25 B. For
the V-band magnitude we used the mean value of V from
the ASAS photometry, with the sample standard deviation
as a standard error, 12.28 ± 0.07. This standard error is
intended to account for the variation of the flux between
eclipses and any systematic offset from the ASAS V-band
and the standard V-band photometric system. We use the
observed value of Ks from Table 1 but as the phase at which
this magnitude was measured is not known we assign it the
same standard error as the sample standard deviation of
the WASP photometry. We also convert the Ks magnitude
to K using (Ks)2MASS = K− 0.044 (Bessell 2005) to obtain
K=11.83± 0.05.
The effective temperature of a single star with V−K =
0.45 is 8250 K (Zombeck 2007). We used the spectral energy
distributions from Kurucz (1993) to calibrate the relation
between surface brightness and effective temperature in the
V-band. We then used the initial value of Teff,A = 8400K for
J0247−25 A and the values of SV from the lightcurve solu-
tion to obtain Teff,B = 14050K for J0247−25 B. We then use
the V−K value for a star of this effective temperature and
the luminosity ratio in the V-band from the lightcurve solu-
tion to derive a value of (V−K)A = 0.51 ± 0.09. Repeating
the steps above then leads to the improved effective tem-
perature estimates of Teff,A = 8060± 330K for J0247−25 A
and Teff,B = 13400 ± 1200K for J0247−25 B.
We did not attempt a detailed analysis of our spectra for
J0247−25 because we were not able to clearly identify any
spectral lines from J0247−25 B. This makes it very difficult
to account for the contamination of the combined spectrum
by J0247−25 B, particularly since this highly evolved star
may have a very peculiar atmospheric composition, e.g., it
may be hydrogen deficient. We were able to estimate that
the projected rotational velocity of J0247−25 A is VA sin i =
95 ± 5 kms−1 from the observed widths of various metal
lines.
3.3 Spectroscopic orbit of J0247−25A
We measured the radial velocity of J0247−25 A by cross-
correlation of the spectra against a high-resolution spectrum
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Figure 5. Galactic U-V velocities for J0247−25 (error bar) com-
pared to the sample of white dwarfs from Pauli et al. (2006). The
contours define the 3-σ ellipse for thin disk (full drawn) and thick
disk (dashed) stars as defined by Pauli et al..
of the A6p-type star HD148898 (Bagnulo et al. 2003). We
excluded the broad Balmer lines from the cross-correlation.
There is no indication of a second peak in the cross cor-
relation function due to J0247−25 B. The radial velocities
derived from the cross correlation function are given in Ta-
ble 3. These radial velocities have been corrected for the ra-
dial velocity of the template star (2.5 kms−1; Wilson 1953).
For well-exposed spectra such as these the dominant sources
of error are systematic, e.g., motion of the star in the slit
and instrument flexure. From experience we find that us-
ing dispersion/5 gives a reasonable estimate of the standard
error in these cases, so this is the value given in Table 3.
The parameters of the spectroscopic orbit assuming zero
eccentricity in the least-squares fit are given in Table 4.
3.4 Kinematics
We have calculated the Galactic U-V velocity components of
J0247−25 using the method described by Pauli et al. (2003).
We used the mean of the proper motion values given in Ta-
ble 1 and assigned an error of 1.5mas to each component.
The radial velocity of the system is taken from Table 4.
We used the isochrones from Siess et al. (2000) to estimate
that a zero-age main-sequence star with the same effective
temperature as J0247−25 A has an absolute V magnitude
MV = 1.4 ± 0.3. We calculated the apparent V magnitude
of J0247−25 A assuming that it contributes 89 per cent of
the light in the V-band. From the apparent distance modu-
lus of J0247−25 A and ignoring the effects of reddening we
estimate the distance to J0247−25 to be d = 1500± 300 pc.
The resulting U-V velocity components for J0247−25 are
shown in Fig. 5 compared to the region of this diagram occu-
pied by thin-disk and thick-disk stars. J0247−25 clearly has
the kinematics of a thick-disk star, which suggests that it is
likely to be old (& 7Gyr), metal poor (−1 . [Fe/H] . −0.3)
and have enhanced α-element abundance ([Mg/Fe] & 0.3).
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Figure 6. The effective temperature and density of J0247−25 A
compared to the models of Girardi et al. (2000) for Z=0.004. Stel-
lar evolutionary tracks are shown as thick lines and labelled by
mass. Isochrones for log(age/Gyr) = 9.0, 9.2, 9.4 are plotted with
dotted, dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively.
Figure 7. The effective temperature and surface gravity of
J0247−25 B compared to the models for core hydrogen burn-
ing stars (solid lines), core helium burning stars (dashed lines)
and a model for the formation of a 0.195M⊙ white dwarf (dot-
ted line, Driebe et al. 1999). Core hydrogen burning models from
Siess et al. (2000) are labelled by age. Core helium burning mod-
els are labelled as follows: ZAEHB/TAEHB = zero-age/terminal-
age extreme horizontal branch (Dorman et al. 1993); ZAHB =
zero-age horizontal branch (Sweigart 1987); HeMS = helium main
sequence (Dorman et al. 1993).
3.5 Mass, radius and luminosity of the
components
Using Kepler’s 3rd law we find that the density of
J0247−25 A, ρA, is related to the orbital period, the pa-
rameter RA/a derived from the lightcurve model and the
mass ratio, q =MB/MA, as follows:
ρA =
3pi
G(1 + q)(RA/a)3P 2
. (1)
The value of ρA is not sensitive to the exact value of q pro-
vided this value is small, so we take a value of q = 0.16±0.08
and compare the values of ρA and Teff,A to the stellar mod-
els for main-sequence stars from Girardi et al. (2000). This
value of q is chosen for consistency with the masses de-
Figure 8. J0247−25B in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (filled
circle). Other objects discussed in the text are also plotted. Mod-
els for the formation of low mass white dwarfs (with final masses
as noted, bottom-to-top) are also shown as follows: Driebe et al.
(1999) – solid lines (0.195M⊙ and 0.234M⊙); Nelson et al. (2004)
– dotted lines (0.205M⊙ and 0.215M⊙); van Kerkwijk et al.
(2010) – dashed lines (0.21M⊙).
Table 5. Physical parameters of the components of J0247−25.
Parameter J0247−25 A J0247−25 B
Mass (M⊙) 1.48± 0.09
a 0.23± 0.03a
Radius (R⊙) 1.71± 0.04
a 0.33± 0.01a
Teff (K) 8060 ± 330 13400 ± 1200
log g [cgs] 4.13± 0.02a 4.75± 0.05
Luminosity (L⊙) 11 ± 2
a 3± 1a
aassuming J0247−25 A is a main-sequence star with [Fe/H] =
−0.65± 0.35.
rived below. The error on q is arbitrary but large enough
to easily cover all likely values for this parameter. For the
models shown in Fig. 6 the best estimate of the mass is
1.48±0.09M⊙ where the error includes the uncertainties in
Teff,A, ρA and [Fe/H] = −0.65 ± 0.35.
In Table 5 we give the values for the mass, radius and
luminosity for J0247−25 A and J0247−25 B derived from
the lightcurve model and mass function assuming MA =
1.48± 0.09M⊙.
4 DISCUSSION
Our estimate of the surface gravity for J0247−25 B, log gB,
is independent of the assumed mass for J0247−25 A
(Southworth et al. 2004) so in Fig. 7 we compare the ob-
served values of Teff,B and log gB to various models. It is
clear that J0247−25 B cannot be a core hydrogen burning
star and is too cool to be a core helium burning star. In con-
trast, the model for the formation of a 0.195M⊙ white dwarf
from Driebe et al. (1999) is a good match to the observed
values of Teff,B log gB and a reasonable match to the esti-
mated value ofMB . We therefore conclude that J0247−25 B
is the precursor of a low mass white dwarf. As this white
dwarf will be composed almost entirely of helium, we refer
to J0247−25 B and similar stars as pre-He-WD stars.
In Fig. 8 we show the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
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(HRD) for various models of the formation of low-mass
white dwarfs and the observed positions of J0247−25 B and
some related objects. The objects KOI-74 and KOI-81 dis-
cussed earlier appear to form an evolutionary sequence with
J0247−25 B according to these models, with KOI-81 com-
ing towards the end of the pre-He-WD phase and KOI-
74 being near the start of the white dwarf cooling track.
KIC 10657664 is a companion to an A-type star also identi-
fied from Kepler photometry (Carter et al. 2011). The Ke-
pler lightcurve of this binary shows a well defined total
eclipse approximately 2 per cent deep, a secondary eclipse,
and variations between the eclipses that were identified as
the Doppler beaming (DB) signal due to the orbital mo-
tion of the A-star and the ellipsoidal variation (ELV) due
to its tidal deformation. The mass ratio for the binary can
be estimated from either the DB or ELV signal, but these
are found to be inconsistent with one another unless the
A-type star has a mass much lower than expected (0.7M⊙
cf. 2.5M⊙). HD188112 is a single-lined spectroscopic bi-
nary star for which the mass (0.24+0.10
−0.07M⊙) can be inferred
from its Hipparcos parallax (Heber et al. 2003). The com-
panion to this star is a compact object and the orbital of
the system 0.606585 d. The object PC1-V36 is a binary star
with an orbital period of 0.8 d in the globular cluster 47 Tuc
(Knigge et al. 2008). The companion to this very low mass
object (M=0.056M⊙) is very faint and may be a neutron
star. NGC 6121-V46 is also a binary star in a globular clus-
ter (M4) with an unseen companion (O’Toole et al. 2006).
The object V209 ω CenB is one component of an eclips-
ing binary with a period of 0.83 d in the globular cluster
ω Cen (Kaluzny et al. 2007). This star also has a similar
mass to J0247−25 B (0.144 ± 0.008M⊙). The other com-
ponent in this binary star, V209 ω CenA, is too hot to
be a main sequence star given its mass (Teff= 9370K,
M=0.945M⊙). This casts doubt on our assumption that the
mass of J0247−25 A can be estimated from models of normal
main-sequence stars. The same doubt applies to the analysis
of KIC 10657664 by Carter et al., who also assumed that the
A-type primary star in that binary is a main-sequence star
because a mass of 0.8M⊙ for a star with Teff ≈ 9500K
is “not physically plausible”. Kaluzny et al. suggest that
V209 ω CenA may be a white dwarf that has accumulated
sufficient mass to re-ignite shell hydrogen burning. As far
as we can ascertian, this intriguing scenario has not been
studied further.
The position of J0247−25 B in Fig. 7 is not affected
by the assumed mass for J0247−25 A, so an alternative
way to estimate the mass of J0247−25 A is to assume that
J0247−25 B has a mass of 0.195M⊙ from the model of
Driebe et al. (1999) that is a good match to the observed
values of Teff,B and log gB. In this case, the mass func-
tion implies a mass of MA = 1.2 ± 0.2M⊙, i.e, simil-
iar to the mass of V209 ω CenA. Alternatively, if we as-
sume that J0247−25 A rotates synchronously, then the ob-
served value of VA sin i = 95 ± 5 km s
−1 combined with
the parameters in Table 2 can be used to infer the value
of the semi-major axis, a, and thus MA ≈ 0.6M⊙ and
MB ≈ 0.13M⊙. Finally, we can use the mass ratio esti-
mated from the lightcurve solution together with the mass
function to estimateMA = 2.8±1.0M⊙. This estimate must
be regarded with some caution because the only feature of
the lightcurve that depends strongly on q is the ellipsoidal
variation in brightness between eclipses. It is not known at
the time writing whether the algorithm used to remove sys-
tematic noise from the WASP lightcurves may also reduce
the strength of variations on timescales of ∼8 hours, i.e., the
duration of observations on a typical night and the period
of the ellipsoidal variation in J0247−25. Although these var-
ious estimates of MA are not consistent with one another,
this does not affect our main conclusion that J0247−25 B is
a pre-He-WD.
We have not shown in Fig. 8 the complex evolutionary
paths followed by low mass white dwarfs during hydrogen
shell flashes. Some of these paths match the observed prop-
erties of J0247−25 B rather well, but the timescale for the
evolution through the relevant part of the HRD is gener-
ally extremely short (decades – centuries), so this is a rather
remote possibilty.
J0247−25 B contributes about 11% of the flux at
visible wavelengths so better quality spectroscopy should
make it possible to directly measure the radial velocity
of J0247−25 B and so derive precise, model-independent
masses for both stars. It will also be possible to recover the
individual spectra of the two components of J0247−25 by
comparing the spectra in-eclipse and out-of-eclipse or using
spectral disentangling techniques (Pavlovski & Hensberge
2010). This will make it possible to test the prediction of
Driebe et al. that a 0.195M⊙ white dwarf should have a
helium-enhanced atmosphere at this stage of its evolution
as a consequence of the extreme mass loss that this star has
suffered.
Models for the formation of LMWD suggest that the
relationship between orbital period and white dwarf mass
(Pb−MWD relation) should be almost independent of the de-
tails of how the mass is lost from the red giant, although the
relation is expected to show some dependence on metalicity.
In practice, these models seem to under-estimate the mass
of LMWD companions to milli-second pulsars (Stairs et al.
2005). The masses and periods of various low-mass white
dwarf and pre-He-WD binary systems are given in Table 6
and are compared to selected models for their formation
through a phase of stable mass transfer in Fig. 9. The rela-
tion between mass and period is very steep at the short pe-
riod end, so precise and accurate (model independent) mass
measurements are needed to define an empirical Pb −MWD
relation. Spectroscopy of J0247−25 with sufficient signal-
to-noise and resolution to allow a spectroscopic orbit for
J0247−25 B to be measured should yield a precise mass es-
timate for J0247−25 B. This would make possible an inter-
esting comparison with V209 ω CenB and PC1-V36, which
have similar orbital periods to J0247−25 but that are both
members of metal-poor globular clusters.
It seems clear that the formation of J0247−25 must
have involved extensive mass loss from a red giant star,
but the mechanism for the mass loss is not so clear. The
progenitor of J0247−25 B must have had a mass & 0.8M⊙
to evolve off the main-sequence within the lifetime of the
Galaxy, so this star has lost & 0.5M⊙. This suggests that
J0247−25 B has accreted rather a lot of material or the
evolution of this binary system has required highly non-
conservative mass transfer. A full exploration of the pos-
sible evolutionary pathways for the formation of J0247−25
is beyond the scope of this paper, but we note here that
the low projected rotational velocity of J0247−25 A may be
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Figure 9. The masses and periods for low-mass white dwarfs and
pre-He-WDs from Table 6 compared to selected models as follows:
solid line – Nelson et al. (2004); dotted line – Rappaport et al.
(1995); dashed line – Tauris & Savonije (1999). Star for which
the mass estimates have no quoted error bar are shown with open
symbols.
Table 6. Masses and periods for low mass white dwarfs and pre-
He-WDs in binary systems.
Name Period [d] Mass[M⊙] Source
NGC 6121-V46 0.087 ∼ 0.19 1
HD 188112 0.607 0.24+0.10
−0.07 2
J0247−25 0.668 0.23 ± 0.03 3
PC1-V36 0.794 0.056± 0.018 4,5
V209 ω CenB 0.834 0.144± 0.008 6
KIC 10657664 3.274 0.26 ± 0.04 7
0.37 ± 0.08 7
KOI-74 5.189 0.22 ± 0.03 8
KOI-81 23.89 ∼ 0.3 8
Regulus B 40.11 0.28 ± 0.05 9
References: 1 – O’Toole et al. (2006); 2 – Heber et al. (2003);
3 – this paper; 4 – Albrow et al. (2001); 5 – Kaluzny et al.
(2007); 6 – Kaluzny et al. (2007); 7 – Carter et al. (2011); 8 –
van Kerkwijk et al. (2010); 9 – Rappaport et al. (2009)
a very useful constraint in any such study. If the mass of
J0247−25 B is & 0.2M⊙ then J0247−25 A must be rotating
sub-synchronously or have significantly non-zero obliquity.
This would be difficult to explain in any scenario in which
J0247−25 A has gained a large amount of mass and angular
momentum from the red giant progenitor to J0247−25 B.
Nevertheless, J0247−25 A appears to be a young star when
compared to the isochrones for metal-poor stars shown in
Fig.6 (1-2Gyr), certainly much younger than a typical star
in the thick-disk population (Feltzing & Bensby 2008). This
suggests that J0247−25 A has gained enough mass from its
companion to become a blue-straggler, i.e., an anomolously
young, massive star when compared to other thick-disk
stars. The synchronisation timescale for a 1.4M⊙ star is
about 10Myr (Claret 2004), comparable to the time since
the formation of J0247−25 B according to the 0.195M⊙
model of Driebe et al.. This suggests that there has not been
sufficient time for J0247−25 A to have lost a large amount
of rotational angular momentum through tidal interactions
with J0247−25 B since its formation. It may be that the
formation of J0247−25 B left J0247−25 A far from equilib-
rium and that the slow rotation is caused by the subsequent
expansion of this star.
5 CONCLUSIONS
The star 1SWASP J024743.37−251549.2 is an eclipsing bi-
nary star in which the precursor to a low mass white dwarf
with a mass ≈ 0.25M⊙ is totally eclipsed by a larger, cooler
star once every 0.6678 d. More detailed spectroscopy will be
required to measure a precise masses for the stars. This will
enable us to determine the nature of the larger star and to
make detailed tests of models for the formation pre-He-WDs
and low mass white dwarfs.
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